The Place Value Tabletop Pocket Chart is great for teaching students how to correctly read and display numbers in standard, written and expanded form.

This all-in-one, easy to use tabletop center is ready to use to teach place value. Practice reading and making numbers zero to nine hundred ninety-nine million. Decimal cards and decimal place value cards are included in the card set to expand the learning opportunities.

Teachers can set up the center to just focus on the terminology being studied. Focus on ones, tens and hundreds place value or increase it to thousands and millions place value.

This chart can be used as a classroom demonstration or as a learning center. The chart folds flat for easy storage, and includes two built in pockets to store all the cards.

Color-coded place value word cards included help students visually see the difference in the place value location. The colors of the cards match the color sequence of the Learning Resources® Place Value Rods. This allows for both manipulatives to be used simultaneously.
Includes:

• 24”L x 7”W x 9”H Tri-Fold Tabletop Center with storage pockets and carrying handles
• 103 total cards
  - Place value word cards: ones, tens, hundreds, thousands, ten thousands, hundred thousands, millions, ten millions, hundred millions and tenths, hundredths, thousandths, ten thousandths
  - Double-sided number cards to create any number 0 to 999,999,999
  - Addition symbols to show the expanded version of a number
  - Commas to use when creating large numbers
  - Decimals cards to create numbers with decimal values
  - Write and wipe blank sentence strips to display the written form of the numbers

Look for these additional products from Learning Resources®:

LER 2672 Place Value Tabletop Pocket Chart Card Set
LER 5210 Place Value Rods Activity Set
LER 9513 Place Value Bingo
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